Magnetron-sputtered tungsten nitride (WN x ) films were used as a model system to study the behavior of re-deposited WN x layers which could form in fusion devices with tungsten (W) wall during nitrogen seeding. The interaction of such WN x layers with deuterium (D) plasmas was investigated in dedicated laboratory experiments. D retention and N removal due to D plasma exposure at different temperatures were measured with ion beam analysis (IBA). Low-energy argon sputtering followed by IBA was applied to resolve the D distribution in the top-most surface of WN x with significantly improved depth resolution compared with the standard D depth profiling method by nuclear reaction analysis. Experimentally determined thicknesses for the penetration of D in WN x were compared with the penetration depth for D calculated in SDTrimSP simulations. Results show that D is only retained within the ion penetration range for samples exposed at 300 K. In contrast to the 300 K case, D diffuses beyond the implantation depth in a sample exposed at 600 K. However, the D penetration depth is much lower than in pure W at comparable conditions. The total amount of retained D in WN x at 600 K is by 50% lower than for implantation at 300 K with the same D fluence. Nitrogen is removed only within the D ion range.
Introduction
Interaction of the boundary plasma with the plasma-facing surfaces will lead to re-deposition of wall materials and fuel retention in the plasma-facing components. Retention of hydrogen isotopes, especially in next generation fusion devices where a mixture of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) will be used as fuel, is of great importance due to safety and cost concerns [1] . For fusion devices with all metal walls, such as ASDEX Upgrade and JET, impurity seeding is necessary for radiative power dissipation to reduce the peak power load onto the divertor [2, 3] . Recent experiments in ASDEX Upgrade using a full-W first wall [4] [5] [6] and JET with the ITER-like Wall [7, 8 and references therein] had shown that nitrogen has favorable properties in cooling the edge plasma and enhancing plasma performance. The presence of N 2 as a new plasma species will lead to additional plasma-surface interactions such as implantation, retention, sputtering and possibly co-deposition together with sputtered W. Co-deposited WN x layers were already observed in TEXTOR after N 2 -seeded discharges [9] . So far there are only very few reports on the interaction of D plasma with co-deposited WN x layers in fusion devices during or after nitrogen seeding.
For a reliable assessment of the plasma-surface-interaction behavior and the hydrogen-isotope inventory in nitrogen containing W, it is mandatory to investigate the retention and diffusion of D in such WN x layers. Furthermore, the erosion behavior of these co-deposited layers by D plasma is of great importance for understanding the plasma-surface-interaction in N 2 -seeded plasmas.
Recent experiments [10, 11] have indicated that the formation of WN x or the presence of a Ncontaining layer formed by N implantation reduces reemission of D through the surface thus leading to increased D retention at elevated temperature. In our preceding study [12] , sputter-deposited WN x films deposited on bulk W substrates were exposed to D plasma at 300 K for studying the behavior of codeposited WN x layers in fusion devices during or after discharges with N 2 seeding. Results showed that D implanted at 300 K into WN x films is retained only in a very thin layer with a thickness comparable to the ion penetration range of the impinging D ions and does not, as in bulk W, diffuse to larger depth. In the present work, we extend this study to higher temperature (600 K) and make comparison with 300-K exposures. Low-energy argon sputtering combined with ex-situ ion beam analysis (IBA) [12] after D exposure was applied to determine the D depth profiles in the top-most surface. Additional attention was paid on the erosion of the WN x films by D plasma using both IBA and XPS measurements. Furthermore, the thermal release behavior of N and D from WN x films was investigated by temperature programmed desorption (TPD). Based on this, the D retention and its diffusion behavior in sputter-deposited WN x layers exposed to low-flux D plasma will be discussed. Finally, the N removal was measured as a function of D fluence which is expected to be helpful for understanding N migration in edge plasmas.
Experimental details

Sample preparation
Single crystal (100) silicon wafers were cut into pieces with area of 1010 mm 2 as substrates for film deposition. All the Si pieces were then ultrasonically cleaned in propanol and acetone. A W film was deposited as an interlayer before and WN x films were grown onto these Si substrates. There are two reasons why WN x films were not directly deposited onto Si substrates. First, since samples shall later be exposed at elevated temperature, a W film as interlayer will avoid the possible interaction of N with Si during heat treatment. Second, Si shows similar to N also a nuclear reaction with 4 He and the proton spectra from N and Si overlap [13] . The silicon signal can be suppressed when the W interlayer is thicker than ~2 m.
The depositions were performed using a commercial sputtering device (Discovery ® 18, Denton). The system was pumped down to a base pressure of less than 510 -5 Pa. A liquid N 2 cold trap was used to reduce the water partial pressure. Prior to deposition the Si substrates were etched with argon for 2 min (0.5 Pa Ar). The applied RF power of 100 W resulted in a substrate bias voltage of -580 V for surface etching. W film deposition was performed in an atmosphere of 0.7 Pa Ar for 120 min. With an applied DC power of 300 W a cathode bias of -380 V was generated. According to our previous results [14, 15] , the deposition rate of W film under these conditions is about 18.5 nm/min. Therefore, 120 min deposition will give rise to a 2.2 m thick W film. WN x layers (0.6 Pa, 50% Ar, 50% N 2 , 300 W RF power resulting in -370 V cathode bias) were in the following deposited on top of the W films for 5 and 15 min, respectively. To ensure a homogeneous thickness for all the samples, the substrate holder was rotating through the whole deposition process. In order to avoid a possible contamination of the W surface, the WN x layers were deposited immediately after W film deposition without breaking the vacuum. One of the Si substrates was partially covered by adhesive Kapton tape. Removing the tape after deposition produced a step which allowed measuring the thickness of the complete deposited layer system by tactile profilometry. The full layer system with 15 min WN x deposition was about 2.35 m thick which indicated that the thicker WN x layers were about 150 nm thick. The precise thickness of the WN x layer was determined from a cross-section image. From the cross section produced in a scanning electron microscope equipped with a focused-ion-beam the layer thicknesses were measured to be 1355 nm for the thicker samples and 455 nm for 5-min-deposited samples. One set of thicker samples and one thinner sample were annealed in vacuum at a temperature of 600 K for 2 hours. The annealed thicker samples were later exposed to D plasma at 300 K together with the as-deposited layers. This was done to allow distinguishing the effect of exposure temperature on D retention from possible annealing-induced structural changes within the sputter-deposited WN x films at 600K. The annealed thinner sample was used for thermal decomposition measurements (see next section). This thin film is assumed to show the same thermal behavior as the 135 nm thick films.
Thermal stability of WN x layer
Since some of the deposited WN x layers were exposed to D plasma at 600K, it was necessary to study the thermal stability of the present WN x films, i.e., to determine at which temperature the used WN x layers start to decompose. For this, temperature programmed desorption (TPD) was used. TPD measurements were performed in the quartz tube of the TESS device [16] . The temperature response of the samples to the linear oven temperature ramp was calibrated in independent experiments by a thermocouple connected to a Si wafer of identical size. The samples were heated with an oven heating rate of 15 K/min up to a sample temperature of 1273 K, which is expected to be high enough to ensure desorption of all N from the layers. The desorbed gases were measured with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS). The secondary electron multiplier of the QMS was operated in single ion counting mode to minimize the background noise and to be able to apply Poisson statistics for determining the accuracy. The following 8 masses were recorded as a function of time : 12, 14, 16, 20, 28, 32, 40 , and 44 amu/q. For the quantitative analysis the QMS signals for N 2 was calibrated with pure N 2 gas. For this purpose a constant gas flow was introduced into the UHV chamber through a calibrated orifice and the QMS signal was measured. With the orifice size and the upstream pressure measured with a spinning rotor gauge a calibration factor for N 2 of 3.810 9 N 2 molecules per count was deduced. The experimental uncertainty was determined by consecutive calibration measurements and was governed by the stability of the detector rather than by determination of the flow. As a result, the inaccuracy of the present TPD measurement for quantification of N is better than 10%.
Thinner WN x layers (about 45 nm) on top of W-coated Si substrates were used for TPD measurements. The TPD spectra of the as-deposited and the WN x layer annealed for 2 h at 600 K are shown in Fig. 1 . Decomposition of both as-deposited and annealed WN x layers starts at around 830 K.
The release spectra are composed of two release peaks. The first one is a shoulder at lower temperature followed by the main peak. The height of the shoulder is about 20 % of the main peak. The peak positions for the as-deposited WN x layer are 925 and 960 K and for the WN x layer previously 940 and 970 K. The integral of the release peaks over time, which is directly proportional to the total released N 2 amount (as stated in the figure), is identical within the experimental uncertainty for both layers. The shift of the release spectrum of the pre-annealed layer to higher temperatures is presently unexplained. It might be explained by a transformation to a slightly more stable phase during annealing. Actually, X-ray diffraction measurements on thick WNx layers (2 m) grown in the same way before and after annealing at 600 K for 2 hours showed no measurable difference on the acquired diffraction pattern. But, of relevance for the present investigation is the fact that N 2 release starts only at temperatures of about 830 K which is much higher than the annealing and the selected D implantation temperatures of 600 K. In addition, the fact that the peak integrals of the as-deposited and of the annealed layers are identical clearly shows that during the 2 h annealing at 600 K no measurable loss of nitrogen from the layer occurs.
Therefore this shift is of no relevance for the present investigation. Assuming that the WN x films deposited onto the side faces of the Si substrate increase the total WN x -covered area by about 15 % compared with the top surface area only, the N amount measured by TPD is in good agreement with the nitrogen amount determined by ion beam analysis presented further below. Unfortunately it was not possible to check if there was still N remaining in the layer after TPD measurements, because all the deposited layers delaminated from the substrate due to the largely different thermal expansion compared to the Si substrates.
D implantation
D implantation was performed in the low-pressure electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma chamber 'PlaQ'. PlaQ was described before and the details can be found in Ref. [17] . two different sample temperatures. Namely as-deposited samples were exposed at 300 K and 600 K, and 600 K pre-annealed samples at 300 K. The samples were mounted with screws at tungsten coated copper (temperature range: 230-450 K) or stainless steel (450-800 K) holder. The rise of the temperature at the sample surfaces due to the ion bombardment was monitored by an infrared camera. The sample temperature was controlled by keeping the cooled holder at ~295 K with a thermostat circuit of ethanol cooling and with radiative heating at ~575 K for the heated holder, respectively. By this, the temperature at the sample surface was stabilized at 300 respectively 600 K. Note that the D implantations at 600 K were not performed for pre-annealed samples, since a comparable annealing effect will occur during heating of the samples to steady state temperature prior to starting the D plasma exposure anyway. Also, the radiative heating was switched off 2 min before ending the implantation with the set D fluence. The cooling of the heated holder was performed by keeping a pressure of 500 Pa in the chamber with D 2 atmosphere.
X-ray photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed using a Perkin Elmer PHI 5600 ESCA system with a hemispherical analyzer. The standard X-ray source was used to record spectra with Mg-Kα radiation (1253.6 eV). The Omni focus lens restricted the analyzed area to a spot with a diameter of 400 µm. He + ion beam with an energy of 500 keV was used to determine the near surface D distribution by NRA. We define the information depth for the NRA analysis as the depth where the kinetic energy of the projectiles decreased to about 420 keV (the energy where the cross-section is 10% as the maximum value at 620 keV [18] ) for the here applied nuclear reaction. This information depth was calculated applying SIMNRA [19] with Ziegler/Biersack stopping power data. The generated protons have a very high energy of about 13.5 MeV. The mean free path of these high energy protons is much larger than this information depth, such that the generated protons can easily reach the detector. At 500 keV, the NRA information depth in WN x is 680 nm for the high energy protons. For the given experimental geometry, the corresponding depth resolution from protons at the surface is 110 nm according to RESOLNRA [19] . For the produced  particles, the depth resolution is better due to the much stronger stopping by the material than for the high-energy protons. For our experimental setup the best achievable resolution for  particles at 500 keV projectile energy is roughly 16 nm. For the method presented here only the proton signal was evaluated because it provides a four times higher count rate for our experimental setup. The D amount in the sample was quantified using the cross section published by Alimov et al. [18] . The erosion of the WN x layers was measured by RBS using 1.5 MeV 4 He + projectiles. The backscattered
The measured RBS spectra were simulated with SIMNRA [19] using Ziegler/Biersack stopping power data and taking dual scattering into account. Based on this simulation the N amount before and after D implantation and the removed layer thickness due to D plasma exposure were determined.
Low-energy Ar sputtering for D depth profiling
In a recent publication we have shown that the resolution for D depth profiling can be significantly improved compared to standard NRA by consecutive low-energy argon plasma sputtering followed by ion beam analysis [12] . For this reason, low-energy Ar plasma sputtering was also performed in PlaQ for The simulated spectrum does not fit very well to the experimental data at low backscattering energy. This can be explained by the large uncertainty of the stopping power and cross-section data at low projectile energies. However, in the relevant energy range (E > 1000 keV) the simulated spectrum fits the experimental data very well. The relevant information from the near surface region appears in the backscatter energy range from about 1200 to 1400 keV. This region is enlarged as the inset of Fig. 2a .
The W concentration within the coating -corresponding to the RBS signal from the high energy edge at about 1370 keV to the interface to the pure W layer located at about 1220 keV -is lower than for the W substrate because of the presence of nitrogen. The step located at about 1220 keV marks the transition from the WN x layer to the underlying W film. Without WN x coating, as shown by the spectrum of pure W no such step appears. The width of the W-depleted region in the RBS spectra corresponds to the areal density of the WN x layer and the height of the RBS signal at a specific energy depends on the local W concentration. The RBS signal of the N species in the WN x layer, which should appear in the backscattering energy range of 350-480 keV, cannot be directly seen due to the intense W signal and the low cross section for N. However, the N concentration in the WN x layers can be derived from a simulation of high energy part of the RBS spectrum by SIMNRA [19] . Adding nitrogen to the W-depleted zone within SIMNRA one can fit the experimental curve. The assumption that N is the only species that dilutes W in this layer is valid as the oxygen and carbon content is less than 1 % as measured with XPS.
As a result of that fitting procedure a W concentration in the WN x layer of (562) % is deduced. . Based on this density, we can calculate from the RBS data the removed layer thicknesses by each sputtering step for later used D depth profiling.
D retention in WN x
D depth profiles
As mentioned above, D plasma exposure of WN x layers was performed for three different cases: a)
as-deposited layers exposed at 300 K, b) as-deposited layers exposed at 600 K and c) layers annealed prior to exposure for 2 h at 600 K and then exposed at 300 K. From each of these cases, the sample that However, for the samples exposed at 600 K ( Fig. 3a) and pre-annealed (Fig. 3b ) samples exposed to D plasma at 300 K 30 min Ar plasma sputtering is sufficient to almost completely remove the D-containing layer indicated by the disappearance of the proton signal. The sample exposed at 600 K differs in two regards: First, the initial proton signal is only about half of that as for 300 K exposure and, second, it takes much longer to remove the D-containing layer. It turned out that the proton peak disappeared only after 180 min Ar sputtering. However, the 5-min-Ar sputtered area of the pre-annealed sample (Fig. 3b) shows surprisingly a larger proton peak than that from the area without Ar sputtering. The reason for this deviation is unclear. Most probably it is due to an experimental outlier because the proton peak integral of the pre-annealed sample is also lower than for the as-deposited sample while all other proton spectra for these two samples agree. In any case, other data points show the expected decreasing behavior. Although this ambiguity is unsatisfactory it has no influence on the further evaluation of the data. According to the thickness calculation based on the RBSdetermined atom density of our layers as discussed above, after 30 min Ar sputtering of the 300 K exposed sample about 16 nm WN x is removed and 180 min sputtering of the 600 K exposed sample corresponds to about 100 nm. In all shown cases, the D-containing layers are much thinner than the information depth of the applied NRA measurements with a 500 keV projectile energy (~680 nm, see Sect. 2.5). From the disappearance of the proton peaks we conclude that for the here used D fluence of 1.010 24 D/m 2 all D was retained in WN x layer thicknesses of 16 nm for 300 K exposed samples and ~100 nm for samples exposed at 600 K. Based on the experimentally measured cross-section data from Alimov [19] , the amounts of retained D in the remaining WN x layers after each Ar sputtering step are calculated. The total D amounts determined from the proton signals are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the removed WN x layer thickness.
The removed amount of WN x layer is shown in units of atom areal density in the bottom x-scale and in 'nm' in the top x-scale of Fig. 4 . The thickness scale is only indicative and was calculated using the determined atom density as discussed further above. The total D amounts remaining in the WN x layers exposed at 300 K decrease very fast with Ar sputtering time. For exposure at 300 K all D in the sample was retained in this 16-nm-thick WN layer. The non-linear decrease is most probably a consequence of an inhomogeneous D depth distribution. For the sample exposed at 600 K, the initially retained D amount before Ar sputtering is half of that at 300 K and the decreases with increasing Ar sputtering time is significantly slower than that at 300 K. Due to the lower total retained D amount and its larger penetration depth the local D concentration at 600 K is much lower than at 300 K. On the basis of the total D amount remaining after sputtering as presented in Fig. 4 and the removed WN x layer measured by RBS (Fig. 2 ) the D depth profiles in the WN x layer can be determined. Thereby we assume that D is distributed uniformly within the removed WN x layer from each sputtering step. The resulting D depth profiles of as-deposited samples exposed at 300 K and 600 K are shown in Fig. 5 . The depth profile for the pre-annealed sample is not plotted because it is almost identical to that of the as- what not. TRIM and related simulation tools describe the transport of energetic ions in matter on the basis of the binary collision approximation. In our case, the results presented in Fig. 6 describe how far an energetic particle penetrates into the matrix material before its kinetic energy drops below 2 eV.
SDTrimSP cannot describe what happens with the particle after it has lost its kinetic energy. In particular, it cannot describe the possible diffusion of a thermalized species. That means [14, 24] . From the comparison of the here measured penetration depth with these literature values we conclude that the diffusivity of D in our WN x layer is significantly lower than that in bulk or magnetron-sputtered pure W. the samples exposed to D plasma at 300 K sets in at T  370 K. In all these cases the release spectrum is composed of 2 release peaks located at about 440 and 520 K. For both species the second peak is lower for the TPD spectrum of the pre-annealed sample. For the sample exposed at 600 K, D 2 release sets in at roughly 500 K and peaks at ~650 K. It is interesting to note that the starting temperature is lower than the implantation temperature. This is normally not the case for D implantation into pure W [14, 23, 24] , where the D release only starts at a temperature very close to the implantation temperature. The N 2 release from these D-exposed WN x layers was also measured, but it is not plotted in Fig. 8 The total D amount released in form of hydrogen molecules (i.e., as D 2 and HD) was determined from the TPD spectra (for calibration see Sect. 2.6) and is listed in Table 1 . Surprisingly, in each of the three WN x samples the amount of D released as molecular hydrogen is roughly a factor of 5 lower than the total retained amount of D measured by NRA. The ratio between TPD and NRA is about 18% and it is almost the same for all the three samples. Before trying to explain the large difference between the TPD-and NRA-determined D amounts in Tab Although deuterated ammonia isotopologues, such as NH 2 D (18), NHD 2 (19) and ND 3 (20) , cannot be quantified, we can still compare the release spectra on the corresponding mass channels from the three different D-implanted samples with a not-implanted sample for qualitative understanding, as plotted in Unfortunately, these mass channels cannot be calibrated as discussed in Sect. 2.7. Nevertheless, from the experimental findings that only about 18 % of the retained D is released as molecular hydrogen and that release of deuterated ammonia and water isotopologues is clearly proven by TPD we draw the conclusion that a significant amount -of the order of 80% -of the retained D is released as deuterated ammonia and water. The apparent contradiction to the finding that no significant amount of N is converted to ammonia is due to the facts that, firstly, the total amount of N in the WN x layer is about a factor of 23 
Total retained D amount by
WN x erosion due to D plasma exposure
WN x erosion in D plasma
The erosion of the WN x layer after D implantation was determined by RBS using a 1. however, be kept in mind that, although D can under these conditions not sputter pure W it has sufficient energy to sputter N. Because the D species cannot explain the measured W erosion, the sputtering of W from the WN x layers during the D plasma exposure is attributed to impurity ions contained in the plasma [13] . A detailed comparison of the three sets of RBS spectra shows also a slightly different erosion behavior of WN x at the two investigated temperatures. For the samples exposed at 600 K (Fig. 10c ) the W counts directly at the surface (i.e., at ~ 1370 keV backscattering energy; area marked by the rectangles)
show a slight increase as the D fluence increases. A corresponding increase is not found for the samples exposed at 300 K (Fig. 10a, b) . To explain this increase of the count rate, SIMNRA simulations were performed, where a thin pure W layer with different thickness was added on top of the WN x layer. The simulated RBS spectra are shown in Fig. 10d . The simulations are performed such that the total W amount in the whole layer system is kept constant. Nitrogen is removed from a surface layer with increasing thickness. The W from the removed W:N layer is condensed into a pure W layer with the identical total W amount. Fig. 10d illustrates how RBS spectra should evolve if W enrichment (or N depletion) at the surface increases. Comparing Figs. 10c and d suggests that the observed increase in count rate at the surface can be explained by W enrichment at WN x surfaces exposed to D plasma at 600 K. The W enrichment required to explain the observed changes in the spectra is, however, relatively substantial. It amounts to approximately 3×10 20 Wm -2 which corresponds to roughly 30 monolayers of pure tungsten. For the 300-K exposed WN x surfaces ( Fig. 10a and b) , a possible W enrichment is not detectable with RBS. Obviously, at 300 K exposure the W enrichment at the surface is less pronounced than at 600 K such that it cannot be resolved by RBS.
W enrichment
As just discussed, analysis of the RBS spectra of WN x surfaces after D implantation suggests a slight enrichment of W at sample surfaces after exposures at 600 K, while at 300 K, no W enrichment is detectable by RBS. To further investigate this issue, WN x samples were before and after D implantation analyzed by XPS sputter depth profiling. The investigated D-implanted sample was previously exposed to a D fluence of 510 23 D/m 2 at 300 and 600 K. The analysis in the present work focuses on the N 1s peak at ~397 eV and the most intense tungsten peak, W 4f7/2 at ~32 eV. Unfortunately, only few data can be found in the literature on XPS peak shifts for W due to W-nitride formation. The N 1s peak for tungsten nitrides is shifted to lower binding energies compared with molecular nitrogen adsorbed on the W surface, which has a binding energy of about 400.0 eV [27, 28] . The values for N bonded to W reported in the literature vary from 397.0 to 397.7 eV [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 35] . More literature data are available for the W 4f peak.
The metallic W 4f7/2 peak exhibits a binding energy of 31.4 eV and the nitrides generally show slightly higher values. Also in this case some scatter in the published data is noticed. Different values for the binding energy of the W 4f7/2 peak in W nitrides ranging from 31.4 to 33.2 eV were reported in different publications and attributed to different nitride stoichiometries [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
The XPS spectra in the binding energy ranges of these two peaks are shown in Fig. 11 . As one can see in Fig. 11a , without D implantation, the here investigated W 4f7/2 peak of the as-deposited layer (squares) is located at 32.4 eV. After D implantation at either temperature, it shifts to lower binding energy (31.4 eV) with roughly 50 % higher intensity at 300 K and even higher intensity at 600 K.
According to the published peak positions listed above the latter peak position is the W 4f7/2 peak position of metallic W. Similarly, Fig. 11b shows the change of the N 1s peak after D implantation: the integral of the counts from the N 1s peak decreases by more than 50 % at 300 K and is negligible at 600 K. The binding energy at both temperatures shifts by only 0.2 eV from 397.4 eV to 397.6 eV. Both, the higher W 4f peaks intensity and the lower N 1s intensity point to a higher W concentration in the surface after D implantation at both temperatures.
Although not being resolved in RBS spectra, XPS measurements on sample surfaces exposed to D plasma at 300 K also showed W enrichment. Hence XPS sputter depth profiling was performed on both The sample exposed to D plasma at 600 K has a much higher W surface concentration and this higher W concentration extends to a much larger depth than for the 300-K case. The N content close to the surface is almost zero and it starts to increase for Ar fluences larger than about 410 19 Ar/m 2 . The required Ar fluence to reach a quasi-steady-state is about 1010 19 Ar/m 2 . This is about 3 times more than for the 300-K-exposed sample. Towards the end of the measurement all 3 samples seem to approach a common steady-state value. This behavior is anticipated because after removal of the surface layer modified by the D plasma exposure the underlying WN x layers are more or less identical. In spite of the remaining uncertainties in the absolute W:N ratios we can state that from XPS sputter depth profiling a clear W enrichment at the surface was found and that the thickness of this W-enriched layer is about a factor 3 larger for the sample exposed at 600 K as compared with the sample exposed at 300 K.
The total sputter crater depth after argon sputtering was not measured, but assuming that the rate determining step is sputtering of W by Ar we can estimate the removed W amount. The sputter yield for 10 keV Ar on W is about 2.3 [26] . That means that after the longest applied Ar fluence of 1. 
Discussion
D in WN x
The new analysis method presented in Sect. 2.5 comprising low-energy Ar plasma sputtering combined with NRA analysis of D retention is capable of resolving the D depth profile at the surface with a depth resolution of less than 3 nm which is superior to the standard NRA depth resolution (16 nm in our set-up for the analysis of the alpha particles from the nuclear reaction, see [14, 25] Fig. 6 ). For D implantation at 600 K the peak concentration is about 3%. The total retained D amount at 600 K is only about half of that at 300 K. To check whether the reduced D retention at 600 K is due to a change of the microstructure or due to the higher implantation temperature, one sample was first annealed at 600 K for 2 h and then exposed to D plasma at 300 K. This sample shows about 10 % lower D retention than the sample that was not preannealed (see Fig. 7 ). From this we conclude that the pre-annealing does not lead to a significant change of the retention capability and that, therefore, the lower total retention at 600 K is due to the higher implantation temperature. The slightly lower retained D amount in pre-annealed samples compared with as-deposited samples may be due to the fact that the pre-exposure annealing moderately annihilated some trapping sites inside the WN x layer. Such a minor change could also explain the small increase of the decomposition temperature of the layer after annealing as presented in Fig. 1 . Based on the observation that the pre-annealed sample shows only a 10 % lower D retention we conclude that the lower local D concentration at 600 K is not governed by the annealing of possible trap sites, but is dominantly attributed to thermal detrapping during D exposure which leads to a lower occupation of available trap sites. The fact that thermal detrapping is active at these temperatures is clearly shown in the TPD spectra of Figs. 8 and 9.
The D concentration in WN x exposed to D plasma at 600 K is significantly higher than in pure W ) [23] . Magnetron-sputtered W films normally exhibit 3-4 times higher D concentration than that in warm-rolled polycrystalline W [14, 15, 24] . The D concentration in our WN x layers is about a factor of 4 higher than that in magnetron-sputtered W films.
We suggest that N in the W matrix acts as a trap site for D thus significantly enhancing D retention in comparison with pure W. Noteworthy is the stable bonding of the D retained in the WN x layers. It was observed for pure W that up to 30% of the retained D is lost from the sample after storage for 2 months.
However, this is not the case for our WN x samples. NRA measurements performed on these samples at 
Formation of ammonia
As a speculation, we attribute the decrease of the N amount in WN x layer with increasing D fluence at least partially to the formation of ammonia. Unfortunately, the amount of ammonia during plasma exposure cannot be measured under the present conditions. On the one hand, the production of ammonia is very low. Up to a D fluence of 6.010 24 D/m 2 , the reduction of N amount in the layer is less than 15%.
As shown above, during D implantation, the surface will be enriched with W due to the removal of N.
This very thin W layer will reduce the further N loss by suppressing the out-diffusion of formed ammonia in the subsurface. On the other hand, ammonia itself will strongly stick to the chamber wall, which makes the detection even more difficult. Therefore, comparing the N content in the surface before and after D exposure is the only possible way to assess the formation of ammonia during D implantation under the present conditions. The amount of lost N provides an upper limit on the evaluation of ammonia formation.
The presented TPD measurements have shown clear evidence for the formation of ammonia after D implantation into WN x layers. Although the amount of ammonia cannot be quantified under the present experimental conditions, we found that only about 18 % of the retained D is released as molecular hydrogen. Assuming that no D is retained in the layer after the end of the TPD analysis (we could not test this assumption because the layers delaminated completely after TPD) up to about 80 % of the originally retained D could be released as water or ammonia. Since the oxygen content of our samples is negligible compared to the nitrogen content it is reasonable to assume that most of this D is released as ammonia.
Release of ammonia occurs together with the release of molecular hydrogen at relatively low temperatures ( 650 K).
Summary
The interaction of D plasma with sputter-deposited WN x layer was studied at two temperatures, 300
and 600 K. beyond the implantation zone after exposure at 600 K is relatively high. It is about a factor of 10 higher than in standard polycrystalline tungsten and a factor of 3 higher than in sputter-deposited pure W films exposed at 300 K. This relatively high local D concentration is attributed to the presence of N which is suggested to act as a trap for hydrogen isotopes. Results from both RBS and XPS measurements show different processes on the WN x surfaces exposed at different temperatures. The W enrichment and N removal are less pronounced at 300 K than at 600 K. D is thermally released from WN x in the temperature range from 400 to 700 K. Surprisingly, only about 18% of the retained D is released as hydrogen molecules. Based on the available data it was concluded that up to 80 % of the retained D is released as deuterated ammonia or water. At present, these two species cannot be surely distinguished, but it is assumed that ammonia isotopologues dominate. The release of ammonia occurs together with the release of molecular hydrogen.
